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>
>
> To whom it may concern,
> First of all , please excuse my english as it is  my second langage.
>
> I have a young daughter who is now 7 years old. She has not been immunized because of being a higher risk kid.
> I had severe reactions from immunization as a young adult ,
> I became scared for my life, and unable to function .
> The shots i received throughout my life overloaded my liver, which then slowly and steadily started to poison me
with vile bile as my system couldnt clean itself out anymore .i was overloaded by toxicity although having a
seemingly Clean and healthy lifestyle
> The culprit of my decline was found to be  metal accumulated in my system, which i am sensitive to.
> The peak of my crisis was a short time after receiving a serie of three shots for hepatitis B.
> Throughout my life, i had not even received half of the immunization this country ( usa)requires our kids to have.
Im so concern about what it does to our long term health and all the mental / cognitive/ behavioral conditions it puts
people through.
> This is not health care.
> We cant chance to treat our people this way. We need to look at the whole situation and long term effect of our
health care choices.
> This issue of disease can no longer be reduced to the viewing of one component  and one solution for all when we
are aware of how dangerous it is.
>
> From being an A student and sharp joyful little person, i became a depressed lethargic adult losing my capacity to
focus , function, and stay awake.
> I started falling asleep everywhere and never able to recover mental clarity.
> I felt like i was on my way to become a vegetable.
> I lost my capacity to function socially, couldnt hold a job, couldnt drive, would fall asleep on the bus and wake up
god knows where. It was a nightmare . My life felt stolen.
> But i knew something had gone wrong somewhere as i knew the joy and ease of being a sharp smart energetic
person. So i kept on looking and reaching out. It was my priority.
> After years of doctor visits and being at the end of my rope ,i found the perfect naturopath who saw through the
whole thing and helped me back towards health.
> My liver was treated, metal was taken out of my mouth( fillings), and we slowly started removing metals in my
brain through natural process. It took years.
> Im now a completely healthy and active 45 years old woman who has been able to enjoy her life , and contribute
to society since i met this naturopath, in canada.  I am free of any medication, and i pretty much cost the system
nothing because of my good self care and awareness.
>
> I now have a child that is at higher risk for such reactions because of my predisposition, and reactions also known
on her father s side of the family.
> Im trying to ensure that she is a functional bright person with a future by which she could contribute goodness to
our society, community.
> She is a very smart sensitive individual who loves going to school , learn, and is rarely sick to start with.
> I am very distressed and scared about this bill that are being fast tracked and that is not considering the damage
and pain it can inflict on innocent people.
> I believe this bill in not in the interest of the people, but of big pharma and money making.
> I do not trust that this is meant to protect our health , or for the greater goodness of a large group of people.
> I do not believe in herd immunity,,and i am aware that we are quite misinformed when there is so called  case of
outbreaks.
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> Unless one does more advanced research, we are not being provided with the rate of kids being damaged by a
specific immunization, or the death rate. Kids are no longer being quarantine after receiving immunization and that
does pose a danger of contamination, which is also hushed down. 
> The information given to the public is incomplete and manipulative.
> It separates the community, rather than bringing us together looking for healthier alternative of self / group care.
> The information given seems to only provide fear factors to the public and their consequent miseducate decision,
sometimes ending in tragedy.
>
> I oppose this bill HB3063 from the most loving place in my heart.
> Please do not force us to potentially damage our children for good,
And do not take away our right to educate our children through school system.
> There is so much information and testimonies provided by now to reflect the danger of immunization procedure.
>
> I do all i can to feed my child as best as i can , organic clean food , provide physical activity so that her body  be
strong, immune support supplement, cleanliness,  love, rest ,warmth, visit to doctor, dentist etc.
> A lot of the disease she has been offered to be immunized for are not  diseases we are facing at this time, or
suitable for her age( sexually transmitted disease vaccine for a baby, really??)when medicine is way more advance
and understanding / practice of health completely different.
>
> Thank you for hearing me,
> Sophie berthiaume
>
> Sent from my iPad


